


decided that I'd try to figure out how 
they were made and build my own. 

What's Inside a Lava Lamp? 
Examining the lamp, a few facts be
came clear. Obviously two immiscible 
fluids had been poured together, one 
of them dyed for contrast, and heat 
was applied at the bottom to make the 
bottom liquid warm up and expand. 
When expanded, that liquid's specific 
gravity is lower, and therefore ittends to 
move upward to where it is cooler. 
Once the liquid reaches the top of the 
container, it cools off, becomes heavier 
again, and starts sinking towards the 
bottom and the source of heat. The 
source of heat is the light bulb that il
luminates the vessel containing the two 
fluids. 

The first thing that must be deter
mined is the nature of the liquids. I start
ed out assuming the transparent fluid 
was water. The second fluid looked like 
SAE 50 motor oil, but oils float on water 
while this liquid sank, so it had to be 
something else. I remembered reading 
about some imported devices of this 
type and that they contained poi
sonous and dangerous chlorinated hy
drocarbons. I looked through the 
Handbook of Chemistry to get alter
nate ideas, and made a list of require
ments. 

Assuming fluid 1 is water. the second 
fluid should: 
• be insoluble in water, so the liquids 
remain separate 
• be heavier than water, but not too 
heavy, in order to just sink 
• not be emulsifiable in water so that it 
separates rapidly 
• be non-flammable (for.safety) 
• be compatible with water (some 
substances will react) 
• be stable in air (an air bubble re
mains on top) 
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Fig . 1. Here are the major components of the Lava Lamp. Heat from the light bulb warms 
the benzyl alcohol in the glass container, causing bubbles to rise to the top, where they 
cool and eventually drift downward again. 



• not be very poisonous (in case of 
breakage) 
• not be chlorinated (in case of break
age) 
• have a high boiling point (in case of 
breakage) 
• be somewhat viscous so as to form 
"oily" bubbles 
• be reasonably priced 
• have a greater coefficient of expan
sion than water 

That list of requirements is quite de
manding. In fact, as any chemists out 
there will quickly realize, it eliminates 
about 999 out of 1000 possible com
pounds. After a thorough search, I 
came up with five chemicals which 
might be worth a try. but none of them 
were without a question mark. The list 
can be found in Table 1. 

MATERIALS'' LIST 
FOR THE LAVA LAMP 

5f'J; resistor 
iometer 
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Looking that list over, I decided to try 
benzyl alcohol. That substance, as well 
as the rest of the chemicals mentioned 
in this article, can be obtained through 
just about any reasonably stocked 
chemical supply house (check your lo
cal telephone book). Although benzyl 
alconol is a little more soluble in water 
than the rest of the chemicals that are 

listed in Table 1. it seemed to work well 
so I stayed with it. 

Before we proceed, some words of 
caution are in order: While benzyl al· 
cohol is a relatively harmless chemi
cal, all chemicals are poisonous to 
one degree or another-you can kill 
yourself with salt. Of course, you must 
not drink it and skin contact should 
be avoided, if possible. Further, if 
benzyl alcohol should get into your 
eyes, wash it out with plenty of water 
while you hold your eye open using 
both hands, and then call a physi
cian immediately! Finally, breathing 
benzyl alcohol should be avoided, 
(although it has such a high boiling 
point that hardly any of it evapo-
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Fig. 2. Using a light dimmer is one way to 
control the amount of heat applied to the 
Lava Lamp. Nearly any dimmer circuit, 
including the one shown here, can be 
used. 

rates). By the way. the oxidation prod
ucts of benzyl alcohol- beuzaldehyde 
and beuzoic acid-are used as food 
additives, specifically as artificial al
mond flavoring and as a preservative, 
respectively. 

A suitable red oil-soluble dye was 
found quickly. An old red felt pen was 
cut up (without spillage) and the dye
containing felt strip in it was placed in a 
jar with some benzyl alcohol. The dye 
was an excellent choice. It was stable in 
air and light, and insoluble in water
just perfect. 

The red-dyed benzyl alcohol was 
then poured into a heat-resistant 
beaker, water was added, and the 
blend was heated on a hot plate. 
Nothing happened! Apparently, the 
specific gravities of the two liquids were 
too far apart and the liquids simply 
stayed where they were originally. I de
cided to try adding sodium chloride 
(table salt) to the water to increase its 
specific gravity. Table salfs affect on the 
specific gravity of water is shown in Ta
ble 2. 

My initial tests showed that 5% and 
6% salt concentrations were too high
the benzyl alcohol just floats to the top 
when heated and stays there. But a 
4.8% salt solution worked fine. To get 
that concentration, I dissolved 48 
grams of salt and filled up a container 
to 1 liter. 

I now had all the components for my 
Lava Lamp. Benzyl alcohol (specific 
gravity 1.043 g/cm3) settles on the bot
tom of the vessel filled with a 4.8% salt
water (brine) solution (specific gravity 
approximately 1.032g/cm3). When the 
vessel is heated, the benzyl alcohol ex
pands enough to become lighter than 
the brine and red bubbles rise to the 
top. There, the bubbles cool off, be
come heavier than the brine again, 
and sink. The cycle then repeats. 

Construction Details. The first step is ~ 
to find a suitable vessel. Use a glass ~ 
beverage bottle shaped roughly as ::r: 

(Continued on page 102) ~ 
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LAVA LAMP 
(Continued from page 33) 

shown in Fig. 1. It should be about 10-
inches high, although the taller the bot
tle the better. Fill it partially with brine, 
add about 150 milliliters of benzyl alco
hol (dyed red), and then fill the bottle 
up with brine. Leave about 1-inch of air 
on top to buffer expansion; note that 
the bubble size is influenced by the 
amount of air space. 

Open a 1 pint (or larger) tin can, re
move the lid completely, and remove 
the contents. Clean the can thoroughly 
and cut (or drill and file) a hole in the 
bottom. That hole should be as large as 
possible, but a metal lip must remain; 
that lip will be used to support the bev
erage bottle chosen when the can is 
inverted. Be sure to remove any sharp 
edges from the hole before proceed
ing. 

Cut a circular piece of wood, about 
4-5-inches in diameter, from a piece of 
scrap plywood of suitable size. Mount a 
ceramic light fixture at the center of the 
board. Drill a hole in the side of the can 
(toward the open, top end) that's large 

CHEAP LINK 
(Continued from page 12) 

regular communication programs, but 
they were either too complicated, too 
slow. or, more commonly, both. 

Several were shareware programs 
available from bulletin boards and 
public domain vendors. Of those I tried, 
I was shocked at the complexity and 
poor documentation of some of them. 
One had great documentation, but I 
couldn't get the program to work. An
other required special drivers and 
modification of your CONFIG.SYS file. 

I only found one free public-domain 
program from such sources that 
worked at high speed and was rela
tively easy to use. However, the docu
mentation was outdated and incorrect 
for the version, and I had to do consid
erable head-scratching to make it 
work. Then I found it only transferred a 
single file at a time, and had to be 
reloaded on both computers for each 
file. That made it unacceptable to me. 

I was close to giving up when I con
tacted Bob Jack, who wrote my favorite 
telecommunications program, OPUS 
6/7 (Sanyo MBC-55X) and OPUS 8 (IBM 
PC). Because of its simplic ity, I had pret-
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enough for a power cord. Fit the hole 
with a grommet, feed a length of 
power cord through the hole, and con
nect the wire to the terminals on the 
fixture. Screw a 40-watt bulb into the 
fixture.lnvertthe can (open end down), 
place it over the fixture and bulb, and 
center it. Glue the can to the board 
using epoxy cement. 

Create a gasket from a thin piece of 
foam rubber an·d place it on the con's 
lip. The gasket's function is to keep light 
from escaping around the bottom of 
the bottle. Place the bottle on the can 
assembly, plug in the light source, and 
soon your lamp should be bubbling 
away. 

Improvements. If your bottle is tall 
enough, or you don't have the lamp 
running all the time, your Lava Lamp 
may work well exactly as described. 
However, the key to the lamp's opera
tion is the temperature within the bottle. 
It is best to operate the unit at the lowest 
temperature possible since at lower 
temperatures, separation appears to 
be best and sticking to the walls is re
duced. And if things get too warm, after 
a while the benzyl alcohol will simply 

ty much decided to recommend OPUS 
8 for this article even though it was lim
ited to modem speeds. 

But Bob told me he no longer sold 
OPUS 8. However, when I explained my 
frustration with finding a simple transfer 
program, Bob told me about a pro
gram he wrote a couple of years ago. It 
was designed exclusively for file transfer, 
using its own proprietary protocol, and 
would not support modem use. When 
he told me he sold it for under$ 20, I had 
him send me a copy. 

This program, called by the unlikely 
name of Saffron, is heads and shoulders 
above all the others I tried. It is incredi
bly easy to use, and transfers any file 
(program or data) at 115,200 baud 
(about 15,000 characters per second). 

Furthermore, Saffron allows you to 
have either machine act as the "mas
ter" or "slave" at any time. You can per
form the various file-management 
functions on any drive on either ma
ch ine from either mac hine- all at 
blinding speed. 

Saffron version 3.0's documentation 
(on the disk) is only 15 sheets, many of 
them partly blank, and the program is 
so intuitive that you probably won't 
need the documentation after brief fa
miliarization with Saffron's capabilities. 

accumulate at the top. That's par
ticularly likely to happen if the bottle is 
too short. 

There are a couple of ways of com
bating this. One is to use a cooling fan 
at the top. Another is simply to turn off 
the lamp and let things cool down. But 
perhaps the best approach is to use a 
simple lamp-dimmer circuit to regulate 
the temperature. One suitable circuit is 
shown in Fig. 2, but just about any lamp 
dimmer could be used. With the lamp 
dimmer, the unit can be turned on at full 
brilliance to get things warmed up, and 
then the wattage can be reduced to 
the point where things run continuously. 

If the lamp doesn't get things going 
fast enough to suit you, almost instant 
warming up can be had by means of a 
hot-air blower or hair drier. The hot air 
should be directed only toward the red 
layer of benzyl alcohol that sits on the 
bottom when the lamp is cool. 

If available, a trace of antioxidant, 
such as BHT or BHA, can be added. In 
some of my experiments, I used some 
fluorescein sodium, a pink dye that 
gives the salt water a beautiful greenish 
color that contrasts even better with the 

red. • 

There is only one program file (instead 
of the half-dozen· or more with most 
other programs I tried), and no installa
tion is required. 

I tested Saffron on all possible mat
ings of my four PC-compatible ma
chines (PC/AT, PC/XT, Toshiba T1000 
laptop, Microgold Voyager 286112 lap
top) using three-wire cables. On the 
T1000 I had to use its Chad program 
with color -on-color mode 2 to see the 
reverse-video highlighted selections. 
Except for having to set a sync bit (a 
program option) at 15,200 bps for a 
slow 4. 77 MHz Xf, Saffron worked with all 
its default settings. For this application, 
the program is a winner! 

Saffron is available only directly from 
Bob Jack Software, 8371 White Road, 
Burbank, OH 44214 . Phone : 
216-948-2059. It is supplied on a 360K, 
5.25-inch diskette for $19.95, postpaid. 
Add $2 for both a 5.25-inch and a 720K 
3.5-inch microdiskette. (Ohio residents 
add local sales tax.) 

Other programs may require a full 
null-modem adapter or cable with 
more than three wires. If you follow the 
steps we've laid out for determining 
what you need, you should have no 
problem setting up your own PC-to-PC 
file-transfer system. • 



CHEMICAL CAUTION 

I want to warn other readers that 
one of the chemicals listed in 
Table 1 of the article "Build a 
Lava Lamp" (Popular Elec
tronics, March 1991) is quite 
dangerous. Nitrobenzene is 
deadly through inhalation, skin 
contact, or ingestion, and the 
article does not make that evi
dent. 

S.D. 
Powell River, BC, Canada 

You are correct. However, the 
chemicals listed in that Table 
were only candidates for further 
investigation by the author and 
none, other than benzyl alcohol, 
was either pursued or used in 
the project. Based on the infor
mation we have received from 
you and other readers since 
publication, we strongly cau
tion and urge that the use of 
nitrobenzene be avoided.-

. Editor 

3x3 ALARM 
ALTERATION 

I was glad to see my article 
"3 x 3 Alarm" in the February 
issue of Popular Electronics. I 
have noticed one small error in 
the parts placement diagram on 
page 99. The outline of the 
SCR is reversed 180°. The flat 
side of the outline should be 
toward S1. The lead markings 
are correct, so the readers 
shouldn't have too much trouble 
with it. 

Richard Hampton 

LUCKY 13 

I loved "The PortMaster Home
Automation System" (Popular 
Electronics, February 1991), 
but I noticed an error that a 
novice PC user might not 
"latch" onto. On page 61, it said 
to send an ASCII number 12 for 
a carriage return. It should read 
an ASCII number 13. 

Here's a question for you: Do 
you have any device types rec
ommended for either the Triacs 
(for AC control) or the D flip
flop? 

Thanks for another great/sim
ple project. 

J.C. 
Vancouver, BC, Canada 

We 're glad you liked the 
PortMaster so much. Even 
though it's easy to build, it's a 

LETTERS 
handy gadget to have. The lot of use out of it for many bad cable. Once it was re-
point you've made is a valid years. Many thanks to Steven placed, everything worked like a 
one: A carriage return is Stronczek for a great design, charm. 
character 13, not 12. Luckily, the and to Popular Electronics for Your suggestion undoubtedly 
mistake was made in discussing publishing it. I hope you have works. But we don't think that it 
DOS's idiosyncrasies and some similar articles in store, should be up to the user to find 
shouldn't affect the operation of featuring handy devices, for a graceful way to compensate 
the unit or the software. Still and people with home electronics for a program's shortcomings. It 
all, /like to be accurate. Thanks shops. I'll be looking for them. is, however, often necessary.-
for your correction. 

WP.H. 
Chris F. O'Brian 

As far as recommending a 
Richland, WA 

Triac is concerned, it really de- VAN DE GRAAFF 
pends on the current SMART LABEL INACCURACIES 
requirements of the AC device 

PRINTER in question. Further, I can't rec-
"The Wimshurst Machine" 

ommend a particular flip-flop 
I use the Seiko Smart Label (Popular Electronics, De-

because any flip-flop configured 
to toggle will do. -John J. Printer that was featured in cember 1990) contains some 

Yacono 
Gizmo (Popular Electronics, inaccuracies in its description of 
January 1991) as an integral the operation cit the Van de 
part of the word-processing as- Graaff generator. 

SUPERB SUPER- pects of my medical practice. The Van de Graaff generator 
SIMPLE FREQUENCY A solution to the occasional does not produce static elec-
COUNTER (and infrequent) error status tricity by friction. It works with 

problems that the reviewer en- induction, just as the Wimshurst 
I am writing concerning my countered is to run the Label machine does. Unlike the figure 
Super-Simple Frequency Coun- TSR program and a session of in the article, the combs of the 
ter, which I built from the your favorite word processor in Van de Graaff do not touch the 
instructions in the January 1991 a DeskView window. If the pro- belt. They are a few millimeters 
issue of Popular Electronics, gram crashes, you can simply away. Friction does generate a 
using the set of parts offered by close the window and be on small positive charge in the 
SHF Microwave Components. your way. lower pulley and, by induction, 

When assembly was com- That scheme also allows you produces a negative charge in 
pleted, I plugged in the battery to do your word processing as a the lower comb. Because the 
and turned it on-and imme- separate window or session. teeth of the comb are pointed, a 
diately got a "0" on the meter, The two programs can be "con- corona discharge sprays elec-
indicating that it was working. I nected" either through trons onto the moving belt. At 
then connected it to my fre- DeskView's cut-and-paste facili- the top, the electrons jump to 
quency generator and my AC- ty or via an intermediate file. the teeth of the upper comb and 
powered frequency counter, Keyboard macros can be used are deposited on the dome. 
which was showing about 8500 to automate and speed up the Electrons repel each other and 
Hz. The Super-Simple Frequen- label creation process. Because end up on the outer surface of 
cy Counter almost immediately of DeskView's multitasking the dome, leaving the inner sur-
displayed the exact same value nature, the label printer usually face neutral-i.e., a Faraday 
as my AC-powered frequency prints simultaneously with my cage. The limit to the charge on 
counter. I checked its response HP DeskJet, decreasing the the dome is governed by corona 
over the whole range of my time one might have to wait to leakage. 
frequency counter, and it was collate the envelope, label, and The source of electrons is the 
right-on at all frequencies. I letter. Earth itself. That is why the 
didn't even have to tweak the Adding the Seiko printer to generator works best when the 
calibration pot! my word-processing system has base is connected to a water 

Since I wanted to use the decreased the office's man- pipe. A positive charge can be 
Super-Simple Frequency coun- power needs by about 30 sprayed onto the belt if a 
teras a portable device, I minutes per day, paying back positive supply of charges is 
mounted it in a Radio Shack the cost of the printer in well attached to the lower comb 
#270-627 Experimenter Box, under three months. through a battery or a power 
which is a nice handy size and 

C.C.H. , M.D. 
supply. 

encloses all the components I hope this will help dispel 
without crowding. It also costs 

Hood River, OR some of the myths that have 
only $1 .95 and has a nice alu- We, too, were generally im- surrounded the explanation of s:: 
minum front panel. pressed with Seiko's Smart the Van de Graaff generator. ~ 

I am really delighted with the . Label Printer. The problems we G.R.M. ~ 

CD 
device, and am sure I will get a encountered were caused by a Meriden, CT • ~ 
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